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			Guests: 19
	Members: 0
	Newest Member: omjtest
	
		Most ever online: 396

		
		Guests: 396, 
		Members: 0
		on 12 Jan : 12:51
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	[image: ]	One birthday today, congrats!
Cristian (28)


Next birthdays
04/04 Brad (41)
04/05 Self Defenestrate (34)
04/05 Alex  Yuan (28)
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	[image: ]	If you need assistance, please send an email to forum at 4hv dot org. To ensure your email is not marked as spam, please include the phrase "4hv help" in the subject line. You can also find assistance via IRC, at irc.shadowworld.net, room #hvcomm.
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4hv.org is hosted on a dedicated server. Unfortunately, this server costs and we rely on the help of site members to keep 4hv.org running. Please consider donating. We will place your name on the thanks list and you'll be helping to keep 4hv.org alive and free for everyone. Members whose names appear in red bold have donated recently. Green bold denotes those who have recently donated to keep the server carbon neutral. 





Special Thanks To:	Aaron Holmes
	Aaron Wheeler
	Adam Horden
	Alan Scrimgeour
	Andre
	Andrew Haynes
	Anonymous000
	asabase
	Austin Weil
	barney
	Barry
	Bert Hickman
	Bill Kukowski
	Blitzorn
	Brandon Paradelas
	Bruce Bowling
	BubeeMike
	Byong Park
	Cesiumsponge
	Chris F.
	Chris Hooper
	Corey Worthington
	Derek Woodroffe
	Dalus
	Dan Strother
	Daniel Davis
	Daniel Uhrenholt
	datasheetarchive
	Dave Billington
	Dave Marshall
	David F.
	Dennis Rogers
	drelectrix
	Dr. John Gudenas
	Dr. Spark
	E.TexasTesla
	eastvoltresearch
	Eirik Taylor
	Erik Dyakov
	Erlend^SE
	Finn Hammer
	Firebug24k
	GalliumMan
	Gary Peterson
	George Slade
	GhostNull
	Gordon Mcknight
	Graham Armitage
	Grant
	GreySoul
	Henry H
	IamSmooth
	In memory of Leo Powning
	Jacob Cash
	James Howells
	James Pawson
	Jeff Greenfield
	Jeff Thomas
	Jesse Frost
	Jim Mitchell
	jlr134
	Joe Mastroianni
	John Forcina
	John Oberg
	John Willcutt
	Jon Newcomb
	klugesmith
	Leslie Wright
	Lutz Hoffman
	Mads Barnkob
	Martin King
	Mats Karlsson
	Matt Gibson
	Matthew Guidry
	mbd
	Michael D'Angelo
	Mikkel
	mileswaldron
	mister_rf
	Neil Foster
	Nick de Smith
	Nick Soroka
	nicklenorp
	Nik
	Norman Stanley
	Patrick Coleman
	Paul Brodie
	Paul Jordan
	Paul Montgomery
	Ped
	Peter Krogen
	Peter Terren
	PhilGood
	Richard Feldman
	Robert Bush
	Royce Bailey
	Scott Fusare
	Scott Newman
	smiffy
	Stella
	Steven Busic
	Steve Conner
	Steve Jones
	Steve Ward
	Sulaiman
	Thomas Coyle
	Thomas A. Wallace
	Thomas W
	Timo
	Torch
	Ulf Jonsson
	vasil
	Vaxian
	vladi mazzilli
	wastehl
	Weston
	William Kim
	William N.
	William Stehl
	Wesley Venis


The aforementioned have contributed financially to the continuing triumph of 4hv.org. They are deserving of my most heartfelt thanks.
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Registration Backlog Processed
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Just an update to let everyone know that the existing backlog of registrations has been processed. A handful of older registrations which had been caught by an errant spam filter have also been processed. Apologies for any delays.

For everyone's convenience, I've added some contact information to the menu on the left side of the site. Please don't hesitate to use it if you're experiencing any difficulty signing in or getting registered.


Posted by Chris Russell on Tuesday 27 May 2014 - 02:51:48
 |
Read/Post Comment: 2
 |
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Site Back Up!
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4hv.org is back up and running, after several hours of downtime due to a hardware failure. Apologies for the inconvenience. The problem now appears to be fully resolved, so there's no expectation of further downtime in the near future. Carry on!


Posted by Chris Russell on Sunday 13 April 2014 - 21:28:05
 |
Read/Post Comment: 0
 |
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Signature Decrypted!
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Someone finally cracked the cipher in my signature:

09012 40623 1NOKT YUXEQ LHBRM PDICJ ASVWG ZF OGBUN KKTQN JUTKR GMADC YDBKT FYKVK TUUIR GRIHG CQOWK JILWR VGBXJ RJNOU AYNLS MCKBL PROKZ KYNUY XESRN NTVLQ AOSLY YMFPR KNNJX BMILQ DFSNR NCPUD HTNIT GCFFJ JGVJL UYJYF DOSPK FIUVW GCDGK NFUCZ NERDT NGNYB YLMMJ CYKVM IOMJG JTHST IUUJH

All credit goes to kalenedrael, who recognized the WWII-era cipher. Excellent work!


Posted by Chris Russell on Friday 25 January 2013 - 23:01:27
 |
Read/Post Comment: 0
 |
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Registration Email
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Hello all,

As part of the new anti-spam procedures in place, I ask people who are registering to send me an email confirming that they're not robots and that they've read the rules. Here's the thing, though: if you're registering here, and you've read the site rules, I expect you to be able to string together a few coherent sentences. If English isn't your first language, that's fine -- I completely understand, and will take that into account. If, however, you can't be bothered to write a few coherent and spell-checked sentences, I am probably not going to activate your account.

I'm not asking for an essay. I'm not asking for a resume. I'm not even asking you to prove that you know anything about the topics discussed here. I'm just asking you to prove that you're capable of contributing to the discussion by writing legible, intelligent sentences.

Thanks for your time, and happy posting!


Posted by Chris Russell on Monday 23 April 2012 - 20:28:49
 |
Read/Post Comment: 0
 |
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Note About Registrations
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Just a reminder: please read the registration page carefully, as well as the page that comes up after you submit your registration. If you don't, your account won't be activated.


Posted by Chris Russell on Sunday 22 April 2012 - 03:30:36
 |
Read/Post Comment: 0
 |
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Registrations Re-enabled!
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Hello all,

I've got some new spam-mitigation tools in place, so I've re-opened user registration. As always, use the Mod/Admin Contact Board if you spot a bot or spammer on the forum.

Enjoy!


Posted by Chris Russell on Wednesday 18 April 2012 - 06:50:58
 |
Read/Post Comment: 0
 |
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WWT 2012
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I'm off to the 2012 Western Winter Teslathon, in Black Canyon City, AZ! Hope to see many of you there. Lots of pictures and video to follow.

Event details are here: [image: Link2]

Discussion thread is here: [image: Link2]

I'll pop into the chat room when possible to say hello from the 'thon, so feel free to stop by!


Posted by Chris Russell on Saturday 10 March 2012 - 19:55:01
 |
Read/Post Comment: 0
 |
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4hv.org Under Siege
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Hello,

Just a quick note to let everyone know that 4hv.org is currently under attack from a botnet. The botnet is spamming the forum incessantly, and so far IP bans have not been effective. The botnet has apparently been creating users for this purpose for the better part of a year, so I've had to go back and delete all accounts that appear to be inactive. Apologies if you're a lurker who has been caught up in this sweep.

Registrations will remain closed for the time being, until I can find a permanent solution to the spam problem. If you would like to be registered manually, please email forum at 4hv dot org. Include at least a few well written lines of text so that I know you're a real person.

Apologies for the inconvenience.



Posted by Chris Russell on Friday 17 February 2012 - 22:23:21
 |
Read/Post Comment: 2
 |
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Registrations Temporarily Disabled
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All,

Registrations have been disabled temporarily while we deal with an ongoing spam issue. They will reopen as soon as the problem has been addressed. I would think it will be 2 days or so, tops.


Posted by Dave Marshall on Friday 17 February 2012 - 18:46:09
 |
Read/Post Comment: 0
 |
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WWT 2011
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Well, I'm relaxing today after a long day at the 2011 Western Winter Teslathon. I just have to say -- what a great time! A huge thanks to Dr Spark and Dr Hankenstein for their monumental efforts in bringing the thon together. Another big thanks to the good folks at Tesla Universe, who provided a live feed for those who couldn't be there in person. Here's just a small taste of what went on:

[image: 2F1299459957 1 FT1630 P1120262 ]  [image: 2F1299459957 1 FT1630 P1120592 ]  [image: 2F1299459957 1 FT1630 P1120276 ]  [image: 2F1299459957 1 FT1630 P1120406 ]  [image: 2F1299459957 1 FT1630 P1120534 ]  [image: 2F1299459957 1 FT1630 P1120538 ]

The full album is here: https://picasaweb.google.com/105737103750710742362/WesternWinterTeslathon2011

Even more pictures over at Telsa Universe.

I also grabbed a number of videos:



	
	
	


The rest are here: [image: Link2]

Now to start planning for 2012!


Posted by Chris Russell on Monday 07 March 2011 - 01:09:59
 |
Read/Post Comment: 26
 |
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	[image: ]	This site is powered by e107, which is released under the GNU GPL License. All work on this site, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.5 License. By submitting any information to this site, you agree that anything submitted will be so licensed. Please read our Disclaimer and Policies page for information on your rights and responsibilities regarding this site.
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